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Dedica ons & Thank You

First of all, I would like to say an absolutely massive thank you

to some of the people out there doing the good work that they

are and spreading the love light and truth that they do! Honestly

without them guiding us andme especially, it would have been

very easy formanyof us to getwrappedup in all the fear, division

and hatred the governments have created this year with the

Covid 19 Plandemic or kung flu as President Donal Trump likes

to call it. So thank you guys you are absolute angels sent to help

and protect us and we love you for it and I’m sure I am speaking

on behalf ofmany of your followerswhen I say that! Here are the

top few for you to follow and check out their amazing content

and from there you will have a much better understanding of

what is going on in the world and also feel much better and not

worry because the media paints a false and terrifying picture of

what’s going on.
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CHARLIE WARD

Charlie is a very humble very positive loving kingheartedhuman

being. He spreads the truthofwhat is really goingon in theworld

that themainstreammedia don’t tell you and spreads amessage

of love, peace and unity. He describes himself as a “Husband

Father and Grandfather trying to establish Truth.” You are truly

one of gods good people and we thank you immensely for the

love and light you are sharing with the world!!!

We highly recommend watching his YouTube channel!

https://www.youtube.com/user/drcharlieward/videos

www.facebook.com/drcharlieward

www.instagram.com/drcharlieward

https://benosey.com/booster_page/follow-dr-charlie-ward-

on-youtube-dont-forget-to-hit-the-subscribe-button/

SANTA SURFING BEACH BROADCAST

Santa is a lovely lady from Hawaii and she does deeeep dives!

She is always releasing new videos with amazing content and

research showing you what is happening in the world! She

covers all the topics some people would consider conspiracy

with great detail and shows you beyond all reasonable doubt

that there is a lot going on behind the scenes that isn’t spoken

of on the television!

She is such an inspiration and spreads such positive messages

and we thank her massively for the love and light she shares
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with the world!!!

We highly recommend watching her YouTube channel!

https://www.youtube.com/c/SantaSurfingBeachBroadcast/

videos

PIMPY’S INVESTMENT CHAT

Pimpy is an American YouTuberwho puts out a lotttt of amazing

videos! He runs two groups one all about investments in

precious metals, crypto currency and foreign currencies. The

other what people would call conspiracy theories and things you

wont see on the television!

He has so much information you will find very useful to give

you an idea where to position yourself financially for the great

future ahead of us all and we thank him hugely for the great

knowledge he shares with the everyon!!!

We highly recommend watching his YouTube channel!

https://www.youtube.com/user/pimpy43/videos
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Introducing The Humanity Project

The Humanity Project is an idea and way for us to all to live

in abundance shown to me from the higher source which

once created gives everybody free food/water, free energy,

free housing, free education a strong sense of community and

freedom from having to makemoney to live (modern slavery).

Before I go into this in much greater detail I have updated this

book because the world around us is rapidly changing and the

fight of good vs evil (WW3) is happening in the background and

as far as we know good has already triumphed over evil and we

are in the end phases of our old world ran by extremely corrupt

and bad people to a new world where the power andmoney and

greatness is being given back to the people and mankind will

prosper as we should have all along. This is beginning of the

new golden age and the transition to greatness.
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The Transi on To Greatness

The transition to greatness is happening all around us and

we have been heading there for many years. The only reason

we are not already living in a peaceful, abundant world where

everybodyon theplanet hasmore than theyneed to live peaceful,

happy, abundant lives is because it has been blocked several

times from happening, which I will go into further later on.

Now is the time and it is rolling out. What does this mean

and what will the new world look like? This is very good for

everybody on the planet! Themonetary systemwill soon work

in our favor! First of all ALL personal debt will be forgiven! No

more taxes! Yes really! Return to common (constitutional law

in US) law, 1000 years of peace! No more war! Redistribution

of wealth back to the people especially older people! AND over

6000 supressed technologies. So were basically moving to a

world where everyone will be taken care of andmodern slavery

is over and everyone will live abundant happy lives!
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Nesara/Gesara Explained

Forgiveness of debt:

There are already thousandsof people all over theworld showing

their mortgages cleared, credit card bills cleared, student loans

cleared even utility bills cleared, and added with credit. With a

little bit of research and if you look at what some of our friends

mentioned earlier show you you will see this as true for yourself.

This is a recompense for all the illegal banking activities and

there is muchmore to come!

Abolishment of income tax:

Donald Trump abolished income tax only last week. Google it.

And he was opposed by democrats but did it anyway and also

said if he remains president for the next term it will remain

abolished forever.

Abolishment of the Federal Reserve:
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Again President Trump has already dealt with this a fewmonths

ago already and now it is no longer owned by private bankers

and the money of America is no longer in their hands.

Return to constitutional law (common law)

Common law is essentially no victim or damaged parties no

crime. This would abolish thousands of laws imposed upon

is including possession/use of cannabis. As far as I am aware

again President Trump has been replacing corrupt judges and

is training 200 judges in constitutional law. Also The Common

Law Courts of Great Britain and International have been doing a

lot of work including work with the New King of England find

outmore fromChrlies Youtube Channel and look here to register

yourself as a sovereign citizen under common law. https://www.

commonlawcourt.com/

Establishes New Elections For World/Government Leaders

When Nesar/Gesara are officially announced within 120 days

there will be elections and voting for new leaders and it will be

made completely tamper-proof so the peoples vote will now

matter andmake a difference.

Create New Currencies

All currencies will be backed by silver, gold, and other precious

metals. Andwe have had reports there will also be cryptocurren-

cies for the USA, Russia, China and India also backed by precious

metals. Donald Trump took over the federal reservemonths ago,

he keeps talking about moving to the golden era in his speeches
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and rallies. There is now a USN as well as the USD, personal debt

in America if you look on the US debt clock is going down by 100s

of millions of dollars a day! If you look on the debt clock at the

silver/gold to ratio its showing a huuuuuuge increase in prices

indicating if this actually happens it will be very good for people

who realised before it happens and also indicating this is highly

likely to happen!

Ceases All Aggressive Military Action

Again President Trump is the only president that hasn’t gone to

war with anyone for about 40 years! He also made peace with

Russia and North Korea. Gesara will mean 1000 years of peace!

No country will be allowed to go to war and I read/saw online it

would mean the abolishment of nuclear arms because they are

not needed.

Redistribution of Wealth

There are vast amounts of gold andmoney that has been seized

that has accumulated for decades. It said to be in thequadrillions

(45 0’s) and this is to be given back to all people of the world

I think via some kind of one-off larger payment and then a

monthly payment which will be more than enough to live on

comfortably without the need to work. Most of my information

from this came from Charlie but all three people mentioned

earlier speak about all of this stuff too.

Release of Technologies

There are said to be over 6000 technologies that have been
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suppressed. Includinghealth tech that canheal almost anything,

anti-aging technology, free energy even teleportation! A lot of

this stuffmost likely came from Nicholas Tesla.

Release of Enormous Sums of Money for Humanitarian Projects

Because the world is in such a mess with pollution and destruc-

tion caused by greed and abuse by big industries and also people

adding to the problem too there will be massive sums of money

given to projects that help fix the world and heal the damage

that has been done. An example of this already happening is the

Spanish government has created thousands of jobs cleaning the

coast giving a very higher than normal salary to do so!

IF all of this rolls out a lot of the work I thought we had to do all

by ourselves will be done for us already! Either way everything

still applies and we can go forward faster and easier and create

a much better world for everyone.
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The Humanity Project: One Race The

Human Race

Part 1 WhyMe?

Part 2: What needs to change?

Part 3: Can we change what is needed?

Part 4: The first phase

Part 5: The second phase

Part 6: The Third phase

Part 7: The Platform

Part 8: How can you help?

Afterthought

Introduction

What is Possible?

The information contained in this book are the in detailed ideas

given to me from a higher consciousness to share with you all a
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way that together, we can change the future of our planet and

for our children and our children’s children. The information

was given to me to share with you all in an attempt to change

the direction of our planet and society, the world in general and

the way everything is going. If we manage to help each other

and grow together and realize the time of singularity is over and

the time of the collective consciousness is here, then we may

avert disaster and end the need for being forced to trade our time

and lives and having to work or do anything and everything that

we have to to have enough for money to live and survive and

to meet our basic human needs. If we’re smart we can bring

harmonious living and self-sustainability and freedom instead

of pollution and destruction and modern-day slavery, bring

peace and end war, bring health, wealth and abundance and end

poverty and suffering, bring our communities and people and

our families back together and end the separation, division and

hatred. Ultimately bringing a sense of love, a sense of caring

and a sense of sharing back to the world and creating a better-

upgraded reality for EVERYONE.

The information we have been given will provide a complete

solution for all the homeless people in the world eventually as

everybody can have an eco-home in one of our communities.

Not just thehomeless anybodywhowants tohaveabetterquality

of life can join us and have all this too and everything else too!

We also have the perfect solution to free food and drinks, free

energy, free housing and natural remedies andmedicines.

We also have the solution to end the greed and corruption of our

current world leaders and big industries.
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We also have the solution to end wars, change political parties

in power and create a fairer world for everyone.

Part One: WhyMe?

Whyme? I think I know whyme and I will explain what I think

but none of us at this stage in our evolution can say for sure at

this time. All ofmy life I felt like I had a purpose and a reason for

being here and I always felt it was something really important

and it was out of the normal. Oh, boy, do I know now when

I was growing up over the years I have met several mediums,

clairvoyants, white witches, and tarot readers, spiritual healers

and the like who have almost all told me there was something

different about me and many of them passed on to me that

one day I am going to do something very important. I always

thought they were right but I never expected this. My belief in

the spiritual world is indefinite because ofmymany experiences

with it and I knowmany people don’t believe in tarot cards and

things like this and I am also very skeptical if the person seems

only interested in financial gain and speaks in general terms

but the experiences I have had with people not interested in

money whilst doing them and other spiritual practices with the

energy and intentions all being correct, well the results have

been incredibly astounding and quite positively amazing to say

the very least.

I have always been a very selfless person even when I was a kid

I would have given you my last sweet or biscuit if I thought it

would make you happy. I have always been very empathetic and

had a strong sense of empathy often feeling other people’s pain

and sadness and I have alwayswanted tomake people feel better
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andhappier in life. This is probablywhy I spentmyyounger days

whilst in education studying in health and social care so I could

work helping people which I did for about 5 years from sixteen

years old until I was about twenty-one-ish working as a mental

health support worker in Sandwell and the Black Country, near

Birmingham in England where I am from. But being a general

all-round goodman isn’t the reasonwhyme? I think the reason

is much deeper andmuch brighter and it might not be so easy

for some of you to agree with me but this is what I think and

the conclusion I have come to based onmy thoughts, feelings,

and experiences over the years and from reading similar things

from different authors too.

I believe that we are all spiritual energy having a human ex-

perience. I also believe we are fallen angels reliving a human

existence until we have learned all of our lessons and can

ascend back into the light. Whether we are either of these

a combination, cosmic elves as I’ve heard us referred to or

lightworkers, whatever you choose to call it I believe there Is

muchmore to it than were just mere mortal humans. I believe

that we are all here to help each other and tomake the world the

best place it can be. I believe that before we were born into our

human bodies we came here with a purpose and a destiny and

that we were born in the right place and the right time and with

the right people to help us achieve that purpose. I believe that

some of usmade pacts to help each other achieve our purposes. I

also sadly believe a lot of us are disconnected and have forgotten

our destinies and our purposes and what we are meant to be

doing and a lot of us are lost and haven’t woken up yet. This

is why there is still a lot of suffering, hatred, negativity, and

fear in the world. I believe we are all waking up and we are all
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being guided in the right direction and we will achieve our goals

as humanity evolves and when we do the fear and hate will be

replaced by light and love. I have felt things were this way for

many years and I have had several experiences with the spiritual

world that are quite out of the normal as I will explain below.

When I was growing upmymother always told me about when

shehad seenghosts and stuff like that andas I got older I realized

she is quite good at picking up on if there are spirits or bad

energies in a place. Mymother the same asmy father I wouldn’t

say are particularly religious and they are not particularly

spiritual either, in fact, my dad will probably laugh at me

when he reads this book but several times when we had been

to somewhere new my mother would say there was a feeling

about that place and describe what she felt and even sometimes

saw. The first experience I can think of that is of any major

significance tome and inmy life, I can think of is when I hadmy

first tarot cards reading when I lived in Tenby in Wales when I

was about 25 years old. Two ofmy friendswere going to get their

tarot cards to be read Alys and Chloe and last minute I asked

to call ahead to the lady and see if there was any room for one

more and there was so we went for a reading. The lady who at

the time I would say was in her early sixties had never met me

before, heard of me before and had no idea who I was and we

went ahead and did the reading first. Past, Present, Future. As

she started going throughmy past she told me lots of personal

things evenmy two friends who tookme didn’t know about me

things like when I worked in care, I had lost a good friend I used

to care for but he wasn’t very old and several other things that

were not general at all and only applied to me very specifically

like a 1 in a million or less at guessing everything that correctly.
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I was impressed and shocked how she knew, so much perfectly

relating information about my history. Then she went on to

talk about the present. She also said several things that she

could never have guessed like I was making a lot of money at

the time (I turned up not looking wealthy at all), I had a lot of

people aroundme usingme and I was going to leave soon which

I was contemplating plus several other things. Again I was quite

amazed and shocked and because she got so many things right I

believed her about the future before she had told me anything.

Then next she told me about my future. She told me I was going

abroad somewhere with a hot sunny climate soon but not too

far away and I was going to have lots of fun, make lots of money

and it was going to be amassive adventure but a very dangerous

one, but not to worry I would be okay but a lot of good and bad

things will happen but I will get through it all and everything

will turn out how it is meant to. She told me I would go further

away too later on and spend a long time further away fromhome

somewhere warm too and I will find something there that keeps

me going back for the rest of my life and several other things.

To date, I would say 95% of what she toldme has come true! My

first experience with tarot cards mademe feel that sometimes

these things can be scarily accurate and true!

My next major spiritual experience was about a year later when

I went to live on the island of Ibiza, Spain. I had been living in

Spain for a fewmonths when I received a message on Facebook

to say that I needed to call home someone has died. For anyone

that isn’t aware Ibiza is the party capital of the world where all

the famous DJs and music artists perform to huge crowds of

people drinking, taking party drugs and enjoying the hedonistic

atmosphere. When I received the news I was in no fit state
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to call home and I wasn’t sure who had died although I had

a feeling it was mymother’s father and I was scared to call and

find out in case it wasn’t him. So I slept off the alcohol and

called my brother. It was my grandad who had died as I felt and

everyone else was okay. At that time everyone else was at home

supporting each other and I couldn’t go back home because I

couldn’t leave Ibiza at the time because of other commitments

and Iwas there alone (with friends and acquaintances) suffering

and in pain for the loss of my grandfather and also knowing

howmuchmymother would be hurting too. Also, I was having

several problems with several people at the time and it was a

little bit dangerous for me in San Antonio as a few people had

a problemwith me and were causing me stress and difficulties

as a result. For about 8 days I felt like my grandad was with me

the whole time. It’s hard to explain but where your third eye

is it felt like a cool thumb was going around in a circle on the

front of my forehead or amini washingmachine was in there on

a cool spin. For that 8 days whilst I felt like that I wasn’t myself.

I was noticeably smarter. My spoken and written Spanish was

far superior to what it was before is now and has ever been.

The way I could control conversations and out-think, outwit

and outsmart anyone and everyone in those 8 days was on an

entirely different level. I was more confident and had no fear of

anything and I gained the taste for coffee, which I have never

drank before or after I hate the stuff!

This leads to the next major spiritual experience. During those

8 days, I got taken to an old resort in Ibiza town that had been

turned into a squat. It was tidy and clean and well-kept and

everythingwas open and airy and brightwhitewalls everywhere.

Itwasweird but it felt tome like I had been there before although
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I definitely hadn’t and it also felt like it was a holy place like

a place of God or goodness or something and the people that

were there all felt like they were good people and somehow

enlightened (Now I think they were some of us, lightworkers,

fallen angels or whatever). Whilst I was there two things I still

can’t explain to this day happened. I was drinking alcohol,

smoking cannabis and using ketamine but this still doesn’t

explain what happened. The day before this my ex-girlfriend’s

boyfriend who was a large, Romanian, strong and fit security

officer had visited me and he attackedme at a bar whilst I was

sitting down. At the time I had drank about 50+ shots of alcohol

and numerous cocktails and smoked several joints and taken

several gramsof ketamine. Luckilymygrandadwaswithme and

even though I shouldn’t have even been able to even stand up I

was able to fight him off very easily and he left threatening to

return with his friends. In the fight, we both got injured he left

bleeding and with an injured foot from kickingme in the head

like Jean Claude Van Damme himself and I had several lumps,

bumps, and bruises especially onmy head. Anyway so we were

in this special place andwewere drinking and smoking andwhat

not and I felt myself go into a trance-like state or something. I

always felt that whilst under the influence of ketamine it often

opened yourmind to something higher out there but this time it

was awhole other level. So Iwent into a trance and I stood up out

theway of everyone and closedmyeyes andbegin stretching and

twisting and turning andmassaging my arms, neck, shoulders,

and head and I felt my hands go cold and it felt like they weren’t

my hands and I wasn’t controlling them and I just went with it

and stood there for several minutes allowingmy hands to flow

andmassage freely. Whilst in this trance I had a vision and I saw

it like being in a drive-in cinema and several minutes of the best
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actionmovie I have ever seen in my life. I saw it in great detail,

I saw angels come down from heaven and there was a battle

on earth between light and dark, good and bad and the angels

won and earth was changed and all of the greed and badness

on the planet was wiped out and we all lived harmoniously in

synergy with the world and everything was how it’s always been

meant to be. Anyway, I snappedout of the trace and cameback to

reality completely confused as to what all that meant and what

had just happened and I felt really good like no pains and felt

my head and body where I had just had bumps and bruises there

were none! Literally gone like they got melted awaymagically!

Ten minutes earlier I had felt like I had been in the ring with

Mike Tyson and now ten minutes later after the trance, I was

completely fine like nothing had ever happened! I went back to

my friends and showed them and they were amazed too all my

bruising amd swelling has literally vanished!?

About six months later I was back in the West Midlands at a

friend’s house in Birmingham and I told him about my vision

and the trance and he told me that what I had seen sounded

like the book of revelations. I didn’t know what this was and he

explained the last book in the Bible about Judgement day and the

Apocalypse. I didn’t even know anything about this although I

had heard something about judgment day in the bible but I have

never really read much into anything like this before (so how

did I see it in my vision!?) I had a read and it did fit with what I

saw and Iwas amazed because I still don’t knowhow you can see

something you don’t even know exists and I didn’t understand

what all of this meant until recently about 10 years later and the

significance that it has to everything.
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Ten years later about nine months ago I started noticing things

again, like little tests the universe was giving me and I could

feel something big was coming. Over those nine months, I

left Thailand, came back to Birminghamworked onmyself and

found a new business that landed inmy lap and now I havemany

things going well for me. I was given this project to share with

you and to help get going. I had another tarot reading recently

and itwas evenmore incredible than thefirst one, this one talked

all about this project and confirmed everything I have to do and

share with you all so we canmake it happen.

So why me? Maybe I was meant to see and experience all this

to help showme the way and give me what I need to makemy

purpose a reality, maybe I did make a pact to do what I have to

do and playmy part in what is to come, I don’t know for sure but

I am sure whatever it is its meant to be and I have been training

my whole life to do this and to make it happen without even

realizing it. When it finally all came to me and I knew what we

have to do everything from the past made sense. So much so I

hadbeenmakinggood friendsandconnections fromall different

circles races and nationalities and beliefs all around the world

and building up a great diverse network of people for when the

time is right and also storing and hoarding information that

is needed for the project without even realizing I was doing so

amongst other things. The world works in mysterious ways.

Part TwoWhat Needs To Change?

Everything! No not everything, there are some things for now

I can’t see how to change or replace such as money. We can

replace the need for money to live but money or some other way
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of payments will always be needed for the world to function

I think. We need to use money or cryptocurrency and maybe

someone else will come up with a better solution for that in the

future but for now, I can’t see a way around this one I wasn’t

given any information about this, only how to stop us all being

slaves to it! But we don’t need to remove it from the situation

and cause de stability, I know that. We can change the world

by adding to it and not taking so much away. By adding to it

somethings will be removed naturally as better options and

alternatives become available to people going forward. There is

a lot we need to change. Currently, profit comes before people

and before the planet. The medical industry creates customers

and only treats symptoms whilst withholding and suppressing

cures tomaintain profits. A patient cured is a customer lost. The

so-called charitable organizations of the world only provide

a little relief instead of providing the real solutions which

allow constant maintaining of donations and trading with the

donations given increasing profits and maintaining profits. I

can remember reading about UNICEF trading in arms to Israel!

IS this what charities are meant to be doing? The prison system

and the work systems are just modern-day slavery keeping

everyone in work makingmoney, keeping us divided from our

families, allowing the state to raise our children in schools

and indoctrinate them in educational institutions and teach

them to be a part of this system, to become working modern

slaves thinking they are free and teaching them not to question

anything and to live their lives as designed by the people at the

top who control us all and put profits before humanity and the

planet. Most places in the world have lost a sense of community.

We don’t even knowmany of our neighbors. Most families are

kept busy separated from their loved ones spending most of the
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time working or learning to work. Many people are working and

living like this with no end in sight only death after old age if

they are lucky enough to live into old age and often people are

trading most of their time and energy for nothing more than

to keep a roof over theirs and their family’s heads, food and

drink on the table and clothes on their backs. These are basic

human needs and we shouldn’t have to trade most of our lives

for somewhere to call home and the basic things we need to

survive. People shouldn’t be homeless or starving everybody

deserves to have all this for free at the very least. In this day and

agewith the knowledge and technology, we have got there really

is no excuse there is more than enough abundance for us all to

have a great and easier life. The planet provides for free only

because of the greedy does the earth require a fee. By changing

the current system and by adding to it we can change everything

mentioned above andmuchmuchmore!

Part Three CanWe ChangeWhat Is Needed?

Of course, we can but it won’t be easy even though it should be.

By completing this project, we can change the fate of billions,

yes billions of people around the world! It may start and be

simple in design and theory but the complicated problems and

issues it addresses and fixes run deep and ultimately it should

change almost everything eventually. This is the only way we

can make this change. We cannot do it by force unless ALL of

us took to the streets and protested but that will never happen

I don’t think and I am glad because it never works anyway and
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there are always huge casualties. Lookwhat has been happening

in Paris, France with firefighters fighting with the people and

against the police. They may gain small victories to keep the

peace and get minor concessions but ultimately this changes

nothing. The only way to conquer hatred and fear is with love.

The only way to defeat something you cannot defeat with force

is to kill it with kindness. Only when we all unite and can see

the way and truth clearly and we know the way forward shall

we bring about a conscious change and create a better world, a

much fairer world where profits don’t come before people and

the planet andwe can live and thrive together in peace and unity

and prosperity. The world is more than abundant enough for

all of us and the next 50 generations to come as long as we stop

abusing it and destroying it and ourselves in the name of profit

andmoney for the wealthy elite few. How do we change it? First

of all, we need to change ourselves. Look inside for answers,

they are all there waiting for us all to discover them. We need to

change our thinking and change our attitudes and realize there

is only one race, the human race and the race to change our

future children’s and grandchildren’s destiny by leaving them a

better world to live in and a better way of living in it and with

it. I have been given everything we need and I will share it ALL

with you here, on social media and on the website but I would

imagine there are others out there that no doubtwill have things

to contribute that I am not yet aware of. I have been told it’s

my job to give you all this information and bring us all together

so we canmake the first big community and share it’s success

with everybody around the world so we can all create them all

over the world where ever they are needed. Anybody who wants

to help can reach out to me personally or via our FB page and

website.
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Part Four: The First Phase

Build it and they shall come! Once we have enoughmoney we

need to build the future and it starts by helping the poor. I

think it should be started in a country that has a good climate

and tourism and also isn’t very expensive like the western

world, somewhere like Thailand. Doing this makes it easier

in many ways as tourism will provide extra income and help

share the knowledge and the labor and building costs won’t be

so expensive. So first we need to buy the land. About one square

mile of land in Thailand’s western region which is also the

poorer area of Thailand is as low as about £70,000 at this time

in some places. Once we purchase the land and have permission

to build an eco-resort/town on there. The first thing is to build

a natural well so there is plenty of free water. Then we build

beginning with a big circular living/social area with a suitable

kitchen attached. On the outside of the circular building will be

ninety-nine circular bedroom rooms attached en-suite that is

big enough for three people, for example, a couple to sleep in

plus another single bed. So groups of up to two or three hundred

people could spend time in there together comfortably and live

comfortably. This circular building will be in the center of the

land and to begin with whilst construction is underway can be

used by people helping with construction. Afterward, it can be

used for various activities, events and a community chill out

area and the rooms used to temporarily house people as needed

whilst we expand and build more homes. We can use it for

preparing food and cooking and eating initially and socializing

whilst building the community in full. The next things to build

are on either side of the circle in a direct line so maintaining the

middle section on one side would be restaurants, bars, shops,
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and social areas andon theother sidemaybeapark andbuildings

that can be used for schools or classes, gyms, etc.

The first two-quarters of the land we need to build comfort-

able eco-homes with all mod-cons. Naturally, the eco home

designs stay cooler in warm temperatures and retain heat in

cooler ones. Each one will be powered by solar, wind, water and

whatever other sources we use and come with a small garden

and a large aquaponics set up attached. Each home will have

everything somebody needs to live comfortably, furniture, basic

clothing electricity, etc. The only condition to living in their free

eco-home is if they are able they have to harvest the food from

the aquaponics setups or collect the eggs from the chickens

etc. Then donate all of it to the town’s food processing area

to be prepared and sent to the restaurants and food banks. If

they are not able they can still live there they just need help

harvesting the food. Nobody needs to go to work, nobody needs

to be homeless or hungry or not have clean water and more

importantly, everyone can have this for free with no need to pay

to survive!

The third quarter of the land needs to be the same eco houses

but for rent at a low costmaybe 50% less than the average in that

country/location including free food, drink, electricity, etc. This

will help people transition over to living in our communities

and in time they canmove out of rented into free homes if they

would like to in time. This will also generate an income for the

resort/town and people can opt to stay for 3 years for example

and be given a free eco-home after the three years as we expand.

Meaning nobody needs to work most of their life to own a home

and nobody has to pay rent forever and struggle with bills!!!

The fourth quarter will be eco-homes with no obligation to

maintain and harvest food it will be done by the town. These
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will be leased for life years with the option to be extended for

life by their named persons after they pass on at any point for

10% of the initial lease price. The cost of these houses will be

kept as low as possible much lower than typical prices in the

location. The prices will have to fall in-line with the cost to

rent and being given a home in the future. This will generate

capital for the town and should cover all costs so as the project

is duplicate-able. Making it likeMcDonald’s, we can pop up eco-

resorts everywhere and self-generatemore than enoughmoney

to keep replicating it as many times as needed until everybody

all around the world are taken care of and live a better life.

The town will likely have to purchase extra land nearby for

use of livestock, growing as much produce as possible using

permaculture and growing rice, etc. When this is done everyone

has free food and drink, housing and electricity and nobody has

to work if they don’t want to or can’t. The people are free to eat

and drink in the restaurants and bars and go to the stores and

take their home grocery quota if they want to cook at home. The

people are free of the need to work to survive to feed themselves

and their families. Everyone will have the freedom to do what

they want to do with their time. If people wish to work, they can

work/volunteer to help run the town to earn extra money to buy

things they want and we will create a platform for them tomake

money however they choose online.

There will be no more homeless, hunger or any poverty. This

will give people struggling with rent and bills and living costs

the choice to move into the eco-towns and they can still keep

their jobs in the citiesmaking lifemuch better for themand their

families. They will see how the “poor” are living better lives
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than most people and want to join our communities because

they will be much better off too. We will bring back a sense of

community where we all know our neighbors and sharing and

caring are normality and give people the chance to make extra

money they like by selling their home crafts, art and music and

other things they like to do and make on our platform. This

will put a lot more love back into the world and end so much

suffering and give people a choice and freedom we should all

have.

Part Five The Second Phase

The second phase is muchmore simple, the hard work has been

done. The second phase is simply showing the world what we

have done, what we can do and that we can live this way. We

need to share it all over YouTube and social media like FB. We

need to host music festivals and invite the Marleys and other

famous people and get it in the news, make documentaries and

get the knowledge out there. When everybody can see that this

can be a reality other people all over the world should want

to get involved and use the theories and principles to pop the

communities up all over the world everywhere there is poverty

close to all major cities around the world. When it gets to this

point the world will be a completely different place. Where

you don’t have to trade most of your life to own a home or

struggle to survive everything is provided for you to live much

more efficiently for free and you have a choice to do whatever

you want with your life within reason. Laws will still apply in

your countries and you will still have the same hospitals and
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schools and police and everything we currently have. We will

have just fixed most of the problems and ended suffering for

everyone. This phase is as important as everything else. Without

the support of the people, without your help whether that be

supporting us online, volunteering or coming to work with us or

helping with donations to get started, we all need you and your

future families need you! By purchasing this book, you have

already helped a lot thank you but we need all the help we can

get!

Part Six The Third Phase

Oncewe have solved the problems for themajority andwe are all

living in amuchbetter caring and sharingworldwithmuchmore

love and light and virtually no hate and fear most of humanity

is united through peace, love, harmony, and freedom of choice.

At this point, we are in a very strong position to form political

groups in the countries we have popularity in and we will have

the funds and support of the people that will be necessary to

make sure we win any political elections anywhere and we can

replace governments and change laws and stop allowing big

industry to destroy the planet, stop all war, to improve the

quality of living for everyone and bring the cost of living down

and give people a real choice and freedom to live their lives as

they see fit without being a slave to the system as it is currently.

From here on out we are free and able to live in co-existence

with the world and our children and our children’s children and
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the next generations after themwill look back and thank us for

it if we fail I doubt we will all make it that far…

Part Seven The Platform And The Bigger Picture

We will create a website/social media linked platform like eBay

or Amazon but all products/services sold are done so by people

who live in our communities. We already have a website please

check it out andhelpus in anywayyou can! Theplatformcan sell

anything art, crafts, accessories, music, books whatever people

would like to do. The platformwill take a 20% commission from

all sales andmoney will be put with capital raised and rentals

and reinvested into further beneficial projects. Providing this

platform creates opportunities for people to work, if they want

to, for themselves, doing what they like to do and when they

like to do it. We can help and encourage people by providing

themwith the things they need to set up their desired businesses

such as growing herbs, flowers and things similar for creating

scents, making clothes, art, writing books, etc. We can run

yoga classes, and meditation and massage services and many

other things. We could teachmindfulness or whatever people

would like to do tomake some extramoney if they want tomake

some. Can you imagine what life would be like if we manage

to create this reality? The world as we know it wouldn’t be

recognizable, everybody will have equal opportunities and be
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able to live a happy prosperous abundant life with total control

over themselves and total choice and freedom of how they live

their lives every day. Nobody will have to work to survive or die

due to a lack of money to buy basic living. This is the only way I

can see to change the world, again not through violence or force

but through love and unity.

Part Eight How Can You Help?

We all think we are insignificant but the actions of one can

impact us all massively! It’s like throwing a small pebble

in a big lake, it creates ripples that spread far and wide. As

mother Theresa said, “I alone cannot change the world but I

can cast a stone across the waters to create many ripples.” The

first thing you can do to help is to be supportive, take action

like the Facebook page and join the Facebook group and get

involved with like-minded good people. Share positive ideas

and things you think will help. This is really important. You

will be rewarded for this too as I will personally pick at random

8 people every year who have been doing this that qualify for

the competitions and I will give you free all-inclusive holidays

and other gifts worth thousands 8 times a year! The links are

at the top on the first page, please feel free to reach out to me

personally on FB toomy name is Scotty Saw.

Sharing is caring, get sharing the love and like and share our

content andmost importantly click the community section on

our FB page The Humanity Project and invite all of your friends
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to like us too (you usually have to do this a few times to make

sure everyone gets invited) it only takes around 30 seconds each

time and thenwe can reach asmany people as far andwide aswe

can andhelp asmany of you as is physically possible! Remember

this gets you into the competition too to win prizes!

Donate if you can, look for the donate button and give what

you can to get the first one going remember we only need to

do it once andmake the first one and then we can pop them up

everywhere over and over again as needed!

Volunteer! Whether that’s to help online, help in person,

contributing ideas andmaking suggestions that you think will

help!

Recommend this book to others and share the knowledge! 92%

of all profits will go to The Humanity Project so themore people

that buy this book the quicker and faster we can create the first

eco-resort/town, the more people we can share the project and

idea with and the more people we can help!

I was given the information to give to you all so we canmake a

better sustainable more friendly world for us all but it’s all of

our responsibilities to do the best we can tomake this happen

because if we don’t things only seem to be getting worse and

if we don’t fix everything before it’s too late then we only have

ourselves to blame.

After Thought

Originally I thought it was up tome alone to raise themoney and
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make sure this happens but I realize now that it’s up to all of us

to make sure we leave a better future for our children and theirs.

ALLLL of the information we need to start this phenomenal

project I have shared with you. It’s not difficult and its fairly

simple and easy however wemay experience opposition as the

people who are in control now and who set the system up to be

this way so they can profit from this are not going to want this

change to happen because as Michael Jackson clearly warned

us “All I really know is they don’t really care about us” all they

care about is profiting and they plan to reduce the population to

under 500,000 as written on the ten Georgia stones. The stones

have 10 messages inscribed on them. They read: “MAINTAIN

HUMANITY UNDER 500,000,000 IN PERPETUAL BALANCE

WITH NATURE. GUIDE REPRODUCTIONWISELY – IMPROVING

FITNESS AND DIVERSITY.”

One way or another the earth will heal and we will live in

harmonyand exist in co-existence aswe should. Theonlyway to

guarantee yours andmy families being there is doing everything

we can tomake sure we create a peaceful, harmonious abundant

life for everybody or let things get much worse before we are all

eventuallywiped out and heaven on earthwill only be left for the

wealthiest bloodlines and their slaves the few of our bloodlines

left to satisfy the leaders every need.

We have the chance to change everything. Everything needed

is contained here and if we all come together and share the

love, positivity and ideas and resources we can do this! Like

I said I thought everything was onme but my job is to share the

information with you all and help in any way I can but now you

all know what we need to do and all the platforms are set up for
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us to do it together as long as we can get the first community

up and running and we can spread the message far and wide

nothing can stop us and we will guarantee a great future for our

next generations. Thank You for taking the time to read this

book please visit us and help in any way you think you can! I will

list all the links to us below. Good luck to us all!

Links To Contact Us And Get Involved.

Our website https://thehumanityproject.club/

Our FB page https://www.facebook.com/thehumanityproject-

worldwide/

Our FB support group/community https://www.facebook.com/-

groups/3375846939112102/

My personal FB https://www.facebook.com/strawman.saw
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